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Effects of vacuum-assisted closure therapy on inguinal
wound edge microvascular blood flow

ANGELICA WACKENFORS, MSca; JOHAN SJÖGREN, MDb; RONNY GUSTAFSSON, MDb; LARS ALGOTSSON,
MD, PhDc; RICHARD INGEMANSSON, MD, PhDb; MALIN MALMSJÖ, MD, PhDa

Vacuum-assisted closure (VAC) therapy has been shown to facilitate wound healing. Data on the mechan-
isms are scarce, although beneficial effects on blood flow and granulation tissue formation have been
presented. In the current study, laser Doppler was used to measure microvascular blood flow to an inguinal
wound in pigs during VAC therapy (�50 to �200 mmHg), including consideration of the different tissue types
and the distance from the wound edge. VAC treatment induced an increase in microvascular blood flow a
few centimeters from the wound edge. The increase in blood flow occurred closer to the wound edge in
muscular as compared to subcutaneous tissue (1.5 cm and 3 cm, at �75 mmHg). In the immediate proximity
to the wound edge, blood flow was decreased. This hypoperfused zone was increased with decreasing
pressure and was especially prominent in subcutaneous as compared to muscular tissue (0–1.9 cm vs. 0–1.0
cm, at �100 mmHg). When VAC therapy was terminated, blood flow increased multifold, which may be due
to reactive hyperemia. In conclusion, VAC therapy affects microvascular blood flow to the wound edge and
may thereby promote wound healing. A low negative pressure during treatment may be beneficial, especially
in soft tissue, to minimize possible ischemic effects. Intermittent VAC therapy may further increase blood flow.
(WOUND REP REG 2004;12:600–606)

Vacuum assisted closure (VAC) therapy is a newly
established technique that has been shown to promote
wound healing.1,2 VAC therapy provides a negative
pressure, which is distributed over the wound surface
by an airtight covered foam. The vacuum sealing facil-
itates the drainage of excessive fluid and debris, which
has been shown to lead to a decline in bacterial counts,
decreased interstitial edema, and increased capillary
blood flow.3,4 The technique provides both adequate
wound drainage and a humid environment necessary

for wound healing, and thus combines the benefits of
both open and closed (moist) wound healing.5

The physiological and molecular biological mechan-
isms bywhich VAC therapy accelerates wound healing are
to a large extent unknown. It is generally believed that
blood perfusion and oxygenation are crucial to ensure
proper healing.6 Granulation tissue formation, which is
limited by the available vascular supply, has been shown
to increase during VAC therapy.7,8 This may be a result
of facilitated microcirculation around the wound due to
removal of excessive interstitial fluid, decompressing
small blood vessels, and restoring perfusion.

Microvascular blood flow can be measured by laser
Doppler, in which the sum of motion of all the red
blood cells is quantified in a volume of 1 mm39;10

Thus, it is now feasible to perform reliable measure-
ments in small, closely spaced skin areas. This tech-
nique has been applied extensively to measure blood
flow during plastic surgery procedures such as in
placement of skin flaps.11,12 Analysis of blood flow
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to a VAC-treated wound was performed in 1997 by
Morykwas et al.13 It was shown that microvascular
blood flow increases four times baseline values with
negative pressures of � 125 mmHg, while blood flow
was inhibited at � 400 mmHg and above,13 although the
distance from the wound edge or in-between tissue
differences were not evaluated at this time. In the pre-
sent study, a detailed analysis of microvascular blood
flow to a pig inguinal wound was performed, using
increasing negative pressures (� 50 to � 200 mmHg),
with consideration of the tissue type and the distance
from the wound edge. Furthermore, blood flow
responses in the immediate vicinity to the wound edge
were characterized during intermittent VAC therapy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Seven domestic Landrace pigs of both genders, with a
mean body weight of 70 kg, were fasted overnight with
free access to water. The experimental protocol for this
study was approved by the Ethics Committee for Ani-
mal Research, Lund, Sweden, which conforms to the
principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki. All of
the animals received humane care in compliance with
the Guide for the Use and Care for Laboratory Ani-

mals as promulgated by the Council of the American
Physiologic Society and published by the National Insti-
tutes of Health, 1985.

Anesthesia and surgical preparation
An intramuscular injection of ketamine (Ketalar; Parke-
Davis, Morris Plains, NJ), 30 mg/kg, was used for pre-
medication. Anesthesia was induced with intravenous
sodium thiopental (Penthotal; Abbot Scandinavia,
Stockholm, Sweden), 4 mg/kg, and maintained with a
continuous infusion of 6 mg/kg/hour pentobarbital
(Apoteksbolaget, Umeå, Sweden) in combination with
10 mg/kg/hour fentanyl (Alpharma AB, Stockholm,
Sweden). In addition, nitrous oxide (65%) in oxygen
(35%) was administered during mechanical ventilation.
Pancuronium (Pavulon; Organon Teknika, Boxtel, The
Netherlands) was given intravenously (0.35 mg/kg/
hours) to achieve muscle paralysis. A Servo Ventilator
900 (Elema-Schönander, Sweden) was used for
mechanical ventilation. Identical settings were used in
all animals, namely volume-controlled, pressure-
regulated ventilation; 10 l/minute and 20 breaths/minute.
A continuous infusion of Ringer’s acetate, at a rate of 5
ml/kg/hour, was maintained throughout the experiment.
A Foley catheter (Norta, Beiersdorf AG, Hamburg,
Germany) was inserted into the urinary bladder through
a suprapubic cystostomy. After the experiments were
finished, the animals were euthanized by a lethal dose
of potassium (Addex-Kalium; FreseniusKabi AB,
Stockholm, Sweden) injected into the heart.

Experimental design
Animals were prepared for surgery as described above.
A 15-cm-long skin incision was made bilaterally in the
inguinal region, at the hind leg of the pig. Through the
incision, a 10-cm-deep wound was created, in which a
polyurethane foam (KCI, Copenhagen, Denmark) with
an open pore structure of 400–600 mm was fitted. The
foam was trimmed one and a half times broader than
the wound dimensions to allow volume reduction dur-
ing vacuum application. The volume of foam that was
introduced into the wound filled the entire wound
depth of 10 cm. A drainage tube (KCI, Copenhagen,
Denmark) was inserted into the foam and connected
to a purpose-built vacuum source (VAC� pump unit;
KCI, Copenhagen, Denmark). In the wound with active
therapy, the unit delivered a continuous negative pres-
sure of 125 mmHg. The contralateral wound was used
as control, without application of negative pressure,
and was termed ‘‘sham therapy.’’ The wound was sealed
with transparent adhesive drape (KCI, Copenhagen,
Denmark), which overlapped the wound margins by 5
cm. The pig core temperature, monitored by a probe in
the esophagus, only varied between 35 ºC and 37 ºC
during the entire experiments. To stabilize the surface
temperature, the pig was covered by a blanket.

Blood flow determinations
Microvascular blood flow was measured by laser
Doppler, using the multichannel PeriFlux System 5000
(Perimed, Stockholm, Sweden). In this method, a
beam of laser light is carried by a fiber-optic probe.
Light hitting moving blood cells undergoes a change in
wavelength (Doppler shift), while light hitting static
objects is unchanged. The magnitude and frequency
distribution of these changes in wavelength are directly
related to the number and velocity of blood cells. The
information is picked up by a returning fiber, converted
into an electronic signal, and analyzed. In the current
experiments, filament probes (Probe 418–1; Perimed,
Stockholm, Sweden) were inserted into subcutaneous
and deep muscular tissue in 0.5 cm increments (range
0.5–4.5 cm) from the wound edge. A skin probe (Probe
418–1; Perimed), was placed 10 cm from the wound.
Negative pressures of � 50, � 75, � 100, � 125, � 175,
and � 200 mmHg were applied to the wound randomly
and microvascular blood flow was measured continu-
ously. After measuring blood flow responses at all
pressures and distances, one filament probe was placed
0.5 cm from the wound edge subcutaneously. Different
time periods of VAC therapy at � 125 mmHg was
applied to evaluate the blood flow responses in the
hypoperfused zone during intermittent treatment. The
‘‘on’’ periods, during which the negative pressure was
applied, ranged from 1 to 15 minutes. The experiments
were finished by administering 0.5 mg/kg adenosine
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triphosphate (ATP; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) intra-
venously and blood flow was measured by the skin
probe (Probe 418–1; Perimed), and in subcutaneous
tissue and muscular tissue by the filament probe
(Probe 418–1; Perimed) for testing the probes and
equipment. Microvascular blood flow was expressed
as ‘‘perfusion units,’’ and the output was continuously
monitored by the PeriSoft software.

Statistical analysis
Calculations and statistics were performed using
GraphPad 3.02 software (San Diego, CA). The experi-
ments were performed on seven pigs for each tissue
and negative pressure and statistical significance was
accepted when p < 0.05, using Wilcoxon signed rank
test. All differences referred to in the text have been
statistically verified. Values are presented as means
� S.E.M.

RESULTS
The basal blood flow was 27 � 5 perfusion units in the
skin, 47 � 12 perfusion units in subcutaneous tissue, and
121 � 16 perfusion units and in muscular tissue. Adjacent
to the wound edge, VAC treatment induced an increase in
microvascular blood flow (Figure 1A). In muscular tissue,
the distance from the wound edge to where the blood
flow was increased was shorter (1.5 cm, at � 75 mmHg,
Figure 2), as compared to in subcutaneous tissue (3 cm, at
� 75 mmHg, p < 0.05, Figure 2). The blood flow increased
with increasing subatmospheric pressure in both
subcutaneous and muscular tissue (Figure 2). In sub-
cutaneous tissue, the flow at � 50 mmHg was 77 � 46%,
while at � 150 mmHg the flow was increased 94 � 6%
(3.0 cm from the edge, p < 0.05, Figure 2). In muscular
tissue, the flow at � 50 mmHg was 11 � 8%, while at
� 200 mmHg the flow was increased 158 � 85% (2.5 cm
from the edge, p < 0.05, Figure 2).

In immediate proximity to the wound, microvascu-
lar blood flow was decreased following application of
subatmospheric pressure in both muscular and
subcutaneous tissue (Figures 1B and 2). The hypoper-
fused zone was larger at high negative pressures and
especially prominent in subcutaneous as compared to
muscular tissue (reaching 1.8 cm at � 50 mmHg and 2.5
cm at � 200 mmHg in subcutaneous tissue,
respectively, 1.0 cm at � 50 mmHg and 1.7 cm at
� 200 mmHg in muscular tissue, p < 0.05, Figure 2).
Further away from the wound (> 3.5 cm in muscular
tissue and > 4.5 cm in subcutaneous tissue), microvas-
cular blood flow was not affected by subatmospheric
pressure (� 50 to � 200 mmHg, Figures 1C and 2).

Intermittent VAC therapy, in which a subatmo-
spheric pressure of � 125 mmHg is turned on and off
repeatedly, is used clinically. To study the effect on

microcirculation in the zone where blood flow is
decreased during application of negative pressure, a
filament probe was placed subcutaneously, 0.5 cm
from the wound edge, with increasing duration of
‘‘VAC on’’ periods of � 125 mmHg. As expected, when
the VAC was turned on, the blood flow decreased and
when it was turned off, it increased. However, after
turning the VAC off, the blood flow did not return to
baseline immediately, but increased 40–50% and then
returned to baseline (Figure 3). The peak flow after the
VAC was turned off was not affected by the duration of
the ‘‘VAC on’’ periods (40 � 5% after 1 minute ‘‘VAC on’’
and 46 � 7% after 15 minutes of ‘‘VAC on’’, p ¼ n.s.,
Figure 4A). Extension of the ‘‘on’’ periods resulted in
longer lasting blood flow increases. ‘‘On’’ periods of 1
minute resulted in blood flow increases that lasted for 7
� 1 minutes, while ‘‘on’’ periods of 10 minutes resulted
in an 11 � 1 minute increase (p < 0.001, Figure 4B). ‘‘On’’
periods longer than 10 minutes did not further extend
the duration of increased blood flow (15 minutes
‘‘on’’ resulted in a 10 � 1 minute increase, p ¼ n.s.,
Figure 4B).

As a positive control, ATP (0.5 mg/kg) was admin-
istered intravenously and microvascular blood flow
was recorded with a probe on the skin, in subcutaneous
and in muscular tissue. ATP first induced a decrease in
blood flow (� 58 � 15% in the skin, � 41 � 17% in the
subcutaneous and � 66 � 25% in the muscular tissue),
followed by an increase in blood flow (200 � 68% in
the skin, 96 � 23% in the subcutaneous and 89 � 26%
in the muscular tissue), indicating functioning probes
and equipment. A skin probe, which was attached to
the skin 10 cm from the wound edge, was used as a
negative control to monitor microvascular blood circu-
lation during the entire experiment. The baseline blood
flow in the skin was 27 � 5 perfusion units, and no
significant changes in blood flow could be seen when
the subatmospheric pressure was applied to the
wound, indicating that the blood flow alterations
were localized to the wound and no systemic effects
contributed.

DISCUSSION
The present study is the first to examine how VAC
therapy affects microvascular blood flow, considering
the tissue type and the distance from the wound edge.
The results show that microvascular blood flow is
increased adjacent to the defect. Closer to the wound,
VAC therapy induces hypoperfusion that increases with
increasing subatmospheric pressure. Microvascular
blood flow also depends on the tissue involved. Soft
subcutaneous tissue is more vulnerable to hypoperfu-
sion than stiff muscular tissue, which may be of con-
sideration when setting the negative pressure value for
VAC therapy. Intermittent treatment may be beneficial
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because it allows repeated blood flow to the otherwise
hypoperfused tissues. Our results show an increase in
blood flow 40–50% above baseline that lasts for 10
minutes after the VAC is turned off. This may be due
to reactive hyperemia following the hypoperfusion.

VAC therapy has become a widely accepted treat-
ment modality and has proved to accelerate wound
healing in chronic and difficult wounds. The physiolo-
gical and molecular biological mechanisms by which
VAC therapy acts are to a large extent unknown. Ele-
vated blood flow may be one mechanism responsible
for the increase in granulation tissue formation seen
during VAC therapy, because the rate of wound healing
is limited by the vascular supply, the rate of formation
of new capillaries and matrix molecules.14 Blood flow
increases continuously when subatmospheric pressure
is increased. Morykwas et al. showed that the greatest
increase in wound edge blood flow occurred at � 125
mmHg,3 which was the pressure selected for further
studies and is now the pressure of choice in clinical
practice, although the distance from the wound edge or
in-between tissue differences were not considered at
that time. In the present study, we show that the peak
in blood flow increase varies at different distances
from the wound edge. A few centimeters away from

the wound edge, blood flow increases when subatmo-
spheric pressure is applied. Conversely, in immediate
proximity to the wound, the negative pressure induces
hypoperfusion. We show that the alterations in blood
flow is localized to the wound and no systemic effects
contribute because microvascular blood flow, meas-
ured by a skin probe 10 cm away from the wound, is
not changed by VAC therapy. In addition to the amount
of pressure applied, microvascular blood flow also
depends on the tissue treated. In muscular tissue, the
distance from the wound edge to where the blood flow
is increased is shorter (1.5 cm, at � 75 mmHg), as
compared to in subcutaneous tissue (3 cm, at � 75
mmHg). The explanation for this finding may be that
soft tissue more easily collapses during pressure,
which results in a large zone of hypoperfusion proximal
to the wound. In subcutaneous tissue, the hypoperfused
zone reaches 1.9 cm from the wound edge at � 100
mmHg, while at the same pressure it only reaches 1.0
cm in muscular tissue. The size of the hypoperfused
zone depends on the subatmospheric pressure applied,
and grows larger with decreasing pressure.

To ensure proper wound healing, adequate blood
perfusion and oxygenation of the wound site are
critical.15 Therefore, why would hypoperfusion close
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FIGURE 1. Representative examples of
microvascular blood flow changes after
application of VAC therapy (�125
mmHg) in subcutaneous tissue at (A) 3.0
cm, (B) 0.5 cm, and (C) 5 cm from the
wound edge.
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to the wound be beneficial? The concept of using nega-
tive pressure to create a suction force, enabling the
drainage of wounds in order to promote healing, is
well-documented.16,17 Also, pressure against the
wound wall may tamponade superficial bleedings.18

To balance these effects, a negative pressure that
does not cause a large ischemic zone but still elimi-
nates interstitial fluid accumulation and bleeding may
be preferable. An optimal negative pressure for VAC
therapy has been suggested on the basis of blood flow
measurements in a wound, with a peak increase at
� 125 mmHg.3 Furthermore, granulation tissue forma-
tion was measured in a wound treated with � 25, � 125,
and � 500 mmHg.7 The rate of granulation tissue
increase was greatest at � 125 mmHg.7 Currently, the
pressure in the VAC tubing guides the VAC therapy. We
suggest that the pressure in the tissue is of greater
importance because pressure is transduced differently
in soft as compared to stiff tissue, resulting in a VAC
effect that varies according to wound tissue compos-
ition. The VAC pressure could be tailored to balance
the negative effects of hypoperfusion and subsequent
ischemia, close to the wound edge, with the positive
effects of hyperperfusion, further away from the
wound. Our results indicate that when treating stiff
tissue such as muscle, a negative pressure of � 100
mmHg may be reasonable, thereby limiting the extent
of the hypoperfused zone to 1 cm from the wound edge.
When treating softer tissue that is more vulnerable for
hypoperfusion, such as subcutaneous tissue and fat, the
application of a lower negative pressure (e.g., � 75
mmHg) may be more beneficial.

In the current work, an acute wound model was
used, while VAC therapy is mainly used clinically for
the treatment of chronic wounds. Most likely the
results from the present study can be applied to
chronic wound, because the level of negative pressure
is the same. The duration of the treatment in a chronic
wound is longer compared to the current experiments.
Hypothetically, when treating patients for a longer
period of time, the tissue may adapt to the negative
pressure environment by, for example, initiating angio-
genesis in the hypoperfused wound margins and other
remodeling processes. Furthermore, a chronic wound
is different in appearance as compared to an acute
wound. A chronic wound is more edematous, which
may affect how the pressure is distributed in the
wound tissue, and thereby the microvascular blood
flow. In addition, the suction force applied to the
wound surface results in the removal of fluid, edema,
and decreasing bacterial counts, which may create a
wound surface similar to the acute wound model, mak-
ing our experiments relevant.

Our observation that the intermittent treatment
appears more effective than continuous therapy is
interesting, although the reason for this is not fully
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understood. Two possible mechanisms were advanced
by Philbeck et al.19 They suggested that intermittent
therapy results in rhythmic perfusion of the tissue and
stimulates cells to undergo mitosis. For this reason it
has been suggested that intermittent negative pressure
can be used clinically. On the basis of peak blood flow
responses it was suggested that 5 minutes of ‘‘VAC on’’
and 2 minutes of ‘‘VAC off’’ cycles were optimal.3 The
present study was performed to analyze the effects of
intermittent negative pressure in the hypoperfused

tissue zone. The probes were placed subcutaneously,
0.5 cm from the wound edge, which is a zone where
hypoperfusion most likely develops. As expected, when
the VAC was turned on, blood flow decreased and when
the VAC was turned off, a transient increase in blood
flow, 40–50% above baseline, was seen. The peak flow
after the VAC was turned off was not affected by the
duration of the ‘‘VAC on’’ periods. Extension of the ‘‘on’’
periods resulted in longer lasting blood flow increases,
reaching a maximum of 11 minutes after 10 minutes of
VAC therapy. A possible explanation for this transient
increase in blood flow may be reactive hyperemia due to
local vasodilatation that occurs in response to oxygen
debt and accumulation of metabolic waste products due
to the interruption of blood flow.20,21 Prominent super-
ficial blood vessels and a reddish color of the wound wall
were observed during the experiments in the negative
pressure-treated as compared to the sham-treated
wounds, further supporting this hypothesis.

Intermittent VAC therapy may be beneficial in two
respects. Firstly, the hypoperfused areas close to the
VAC foam will not develop chronic ischemia because
the pressure is released repeatedly. Secondly, blood
flow when the VAC is turned off increases above base-
line, which may be beneficial for the transportation of
oxygen and nutrients and removal of waste products
from the otherwise hypoperfused tissue and thereby
facilitate the healing process. Intermittent VAC therapy
thus results in a ‘‘rescue’’ of the hypoperfused tissue
and a higher negative pressure may be used for inter-
mittent as compared to continuous VAC therapy.

In conclusion, VAC therapy elicits an increase in
microvascular blood flow a few centimeters from the
wound edge, which may accelerate granulation tissue
formation and the healing process. Conversely, in the
immediate vicinity to the wound, hypoperfusion is
induced, which may result in ischemic tissue damage.
Our results indicate that the pressure applied could be
tailored depending on the wound tissue composition,
considering the tissue volume with expected hypoper-
fusion, and the pressure that results in the greatest
blood flow increase. The hypoperfusion is especially
prominent in subcutaneous tissue, which is why the
application of a lower negative pressure may be more
beneficial when treating wounds in soft tissue. On the
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other hand, a high negative pressure creates a reduction
in wound edema and tamponades superficial bleeding.18

During intermittent VAC therapy the negative effects of
hypoperfusion are reduced and the advantage of the
following hyperemia is utilized, which is why a higher
negative pressure may be used for intermittent as com-
pared to continuous VAC therapy.
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